
HINDI ESSAYS FOR CLASS 10 ICSE PAPERS

How do I write essays for class 10th ICSE Hindi exam? You can use 10year book for seeing the last hindi papers of your
school board.

A lot of students give importance to literature as they have huge voluminous syllabus to cover before them,
with added facts and other details to memorise, such as answers, descriptions etc. Dos and Don'ts Do not
waste your time mugging up the definitions from each and every chapter Rather, understand the chapters
Solve the exercises given at the back of the chapter Focus on NCERT and read it thoroughly Literature Indeed,
literature is the toughest section to attempt. Keep a record of all the new words you use, and apply them in
your assignments or practice papers. Revise the paper after completion Check the spellings Check whether all
the questions are attempted Be mindful about your language Do not panic or hurry Divide equal time for all
four sections Read: CBSE Boards Steps suggested by DPS Gurgaon to ease exam pressure For information on
more upcoming exams and notifications, click here. Writing section: Letters and essays Understand the format
of letters, both formal and informal. Hindi teachers do like simple sentences, with a few good vocabulary
words here and there. Reply This is just some advice from a Hindi student, though I am not in class  It may
seem pointless and irritating, but honestly, it makes a world of difference when you write. Last minute study:
Learn the name of the authors Learn the titles of the poems Understand the poems, so that you can write a
description in your words for questions related to the prose Students must structure their answer well, with an
introduction and conclusion. It will give you an idea of what the examiners expect from you, and whenever
you practice, you can apply the techniques used! Grammar has more relation to essay writing than you might
think! Clearly, the exam judges accuracy and skills of the students. Marking scheme format for Hindi A: 20
marks for unseen passage 15 marks for grammar 20 marks for essay and writing 35 marks for literature
Marking scheme for Hindi B 20 marks for unseen passage 15 marks for grammar 25 marks for essay and
writing 30 marks for literature The technical portion, which is writing, grammar and unseen passage, carries
55 and 60 marks respectively for Hindi A and B. Most students lose out on marks due to mistakes in grammar,
tense and gender, while writing sentences. If you have your old middle school or class 5 books, keep
practicing the grammar. Go back to the basics. Secondly, students do not pay heed to an essay as they think
they can structure at the time of the examination and they fail to do so. Knowing the fact that grammar is quite
extensive, students usually skip that during preparations and focus more on literature. It's time for Class 10
students to leaf through the last minute preparations tips before attempting the Hindi exam tomorrow. In the
bottom-line, students should not devout their entire time in studying literature. Dos and Don'ts Do not waste
more than 40 minutes in the unseen passage Practice the unseen passage as well Understand the type of
questions With just a few hours left for the exam, students are advised to carry a positive attitude, because
everything now depends on how they attempt the paper. Practice genders and tenses specifically, these tend to
be the most puzzling in written work. Get real-time alerts and all the news on your phone with the all-new
India Today app. I hope they help you, and all the best for any test you have to give! The style of writing for
these letters is indeed different, it is advisable to the students to learn the formal letters as it is not possible for
the students to write fine professional langauge during the exam. Unseen passage According to a general
notion among students, unseen passage does not require any preparations. I had help from the school, but these
tips helped me quite a lot and though I am not a Hindi genius, I score pretty well in Hindi. To improve your
essays, these are a few tips I followed throughout middle school and still follow now. However, if you make
sure you know the NCERT chapters thoroughly, you probably won't face much trouble with the literature
section. How to write an essay better: One needs to add a lot of facts and figures to make the essay look
attractive and authentic Write the content in neat hand-writing Make a draft for the points you can write on
common topics like growing pollution, gender issues etc Grammar It is quite easy to score marks in language,
but only if your basics are clear. Actually, essays and letters are very scoring. Read the solved papers of ICSE
last ten years. If students know the basic grammar and can do the fill in the blanks and other related questions
types, they get marks comparatively easier than what they achieve in the literature section. Students have a
tendency to mug up grammar rules before the exam and then forget them. Paper pattern First and foremost, it
is essential to understand the need of the hour, which is to prepare according to the marking scheme. Ideally,
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you should look up ten words a day, and just understand the meaning. This year, as many as 19,85, students
are appearing in Class 10 and 12 boards. Get someone experienced to check them, and point out any incorrect
application. Even synonyms and antonyms are highly important, along with idioms and proverbs.


